Purchasing Ergonomic Products

Frequently used ergonomic products

Chairs
Document Holders
Foot rests
Glare Screens
Head sets
Keyboard trays/arms
Laptop stands
Lumbar supports

Monitor arms
Monitor risers
Palm/wrist supports
Sit and Stand Units
Split Keyboards
Track balls/alternate mousing
Task Lighting

Vendors

**The following list is provided as a courtesy to departments and does not constitute an endorsement of said vendors by UNLV Risk Management and Safety or NSHE.**

**Ergogenesis:** chairs, document holders, foot rests, keyboard trays/arms, monitor risers, sit/stand units

**Ergonomic Solutions (ESI):** document holders, foot rests, keyboard trays/arms, monitor arms, task lighting

**Ergotron:** sit/stand units, keyboard arms, monitor arms

**Henriksen Butler:** chairs (Herman Miller)

**Machabee Office Environments:** chairs, sit and stand units

**Office Max:** chairs, document holders, equipment carts, foot rests, hand/wrist rests, headsets, screens, lumbar supports, monitor risers, monitor screens, sit and stand units, split keyboards, track balls, task lighting

Purchases are made at the department’s discretion and must follow established purchasing guidelines.
For further assistance when purchasing ergonomic products, please contact Risk Management and Safety at 895-5404 or 895-4226